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VIA THE CAD WALK OPEN-ACCESS DATABASE
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ABSTRACT

While dynamic plantar pressure measurements are commonly
used for clinical evaluation of gait-related problems, compu-
tational analysis techniques for these datasets are few and far
between. To address this issue, we introduce an open-access
database of plantar pressure videos for researchers to develop
algorithms around.

Index Terms— Plantar pressure, database, biomechanics

1. INTRODUCTION

When examining foot and ankle complaints, it is becom-
ing customary to acquire pressure measurements from the
plantar surface of a patient’s foot. While such a measure-
ment produces a detailed video of the patient’s footstep,
there is a lack of analysis techniques that can fully ex-
ploit the data contained therein [1]. The goal of this ab-
stract is to engage the medical image analysis community
and to stimulate the development of computational analy-
sis techniques for plantar pressure videos. To achieve this
goal, we introduce the first open-access database of plan-
tar pressure videos. Our open-access plantar pressure video
database is part of the CAD WALK project and available at
https://zenodo.org/communities/cad-walk.
Others can also contribute to the database by contacting the
first author at brian.booth@uantwerpen.be.

2. DATA COLLECTION

The CAD WALK database currently consists of two datasets,
one containing plantar pressure videos from 55 healthy con-
trols, and a second containing videos from 16 Hallux Valgus
patients. Additional data from Hallux Valgus patients, as well
as data from ACL rupture patients, are currently being col-
lected and will be added to the database in the near future.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie
grant agreement No 746614.

All data was collected from calibrated footscan R© pressure-
sensing plates (rs scan, Paal, Belgium) with a spatial resolu-
tion of 7.62 mm × 5.08 mm, and a minimum measurement
frequency of 200 Hz. The resulting plantar pressure videos
are provided in NIfTI format.

Additionally, demographic information is also included
for each participant. Their height and weight were measured,
while age, sex, and shoe size were self-reported. Also, the
Waterloo hand dominance and leg dominance questionnaires
were used to establish a person’s handedness and footed-
ness [2]. For the Hallux Valgus patients, self-assessment
scores from the Foot Function Index (FFI-5pt) [3] and the
Manchester-Oxford Foot Questionnaire [4] are also provided.

3. CONCLUSION

Computational analysis techniques for plantar pressure videos
currently lag behind those seen in other medical imaging do-
mains, making it difficult to fully exploit the diagnostic ca-
pabilities of this imaging modality. To address this issue, we
have created the first open-access database of plantar pressure
videos and encourage medical image analysis researchers to
explore this emerging research area.
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